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Redding Reloading Equipment 
Introduces Type-S Die Sets for 300PRC 

 
 

 
Cortland, NY…..Redding Reloading Equipment for 2020 has added their highly 

respected Type-S Bushing Die Sets and Competition Seating Dies to the 300 PRC for 
2020.  Sets will be available as Type-S, Type-S Match Sets and the new for 2020,  Type-
S Elite sets, all of which include the Redding Competition Seating Die with its Patented, 
sliding sleeve, free floating seat plug and micrometer depth adjustment. 

 
All Type-S dies use an interchangeable hardened steel bushing to control neck 

diameter and tension to an increment of 0.001”.  Bushings are available in hardened steel 
but also are available with a TiN (Titanium Nitride) coating for even greater lubricity. 
This allows the handloader complete control and precision when setting the appropriate 
neck tension without fear of over working the brass in the case neck. These bushings also 
free float to self-center on the case neck for a higher degree of sizing accuracy. These 
features provide an enhanced degree of control and therefore improvements to 
consistency and accuracy. 

 
Type-S dies are available as both Full Length and Neck dies for the needs of the 

individual handloader.  The Type-S Full Length version has proper dimension to size the 
body of the case and shoulder machined into it and still uses the bushing to size the neck 
making resizing a one step operation.  The Type-S Neck Die sizes only the neck by use of 
a bushing and requires the use of an additional Body Die to size all additional areas of the 
case when needed. 

 
 
Redding Reloading Equipment has focused on building the finest quality, 

American Made products for the precision handloading market since 1946. To learn more 
about our ongoing commitment to the precision handloading enthusiast and to request a 
copy of the new 2020 Redding catalog visit: www.redding-reloading.com 
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